
THE DANISH QUARTET LEAD BY SINGER AND SONGWRITER BJARKE PORSMOSE 
RELEASES THEIR SECOND ALBUM ADAGIO ON OCTOBER 28, 2013. TWO SINGLES 
WILL BE RELEASED AHEAD OF THE RECORDS; THE GLOOMY ”YOU DON’T KNOW 
WHAT YOU’RE DOING” AND THE RADIO SINGLE ”NOTHING TO SAY”. GREAT MUSIC 
VIDEOS ARE LINED UP FOR BOTH.

In 2010 4 Guys From The Future’s debut album Under The New Morning 
Sun (Tambourhinoceros/Underdog Records) was one of the best reviewed 
Danish records. 

Now, the band consisting of Bjarke Porsmose (voc, gui, key), Mads 
Brinch Nielsen (bass, voc), Rasmus Valldorf (drums, voc) og Tobias 
Mynborg (gui, voc), is finally ready with what trust will be one of 
2013’s most interesting releases. The title is Adagio.

ADAGIO 
adagio |əˈdäjō, əˈdäZHēˌō|Music
adjective& adverb
(esp. as a direction) in slow tempo.
noun(also Adagio ) ( pl. adagios )
a movement or composition marked to be played adagio.
ORIGIN Italian, from ad agio ‘at ease.’

Cover art by Aske Zidore
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4 Guys From The Future - Adagio
We’re proud to send you the upcoming 4 Guys From The Future al-
bum Adagio for review, features and airplay. Out on October 28.
-
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4 Guys From The Future - Adagio
Biography
-

The members of 4 Guys From The Future has been involved in trendsetting Danish bands such as CTM, Frisk Frugt, Lily Elec-
tric, Mellemblond and many more. yet Men 4 Guys From The Future is something completely unique. With the aesthetics of 
lead-singer and composer Bjarke Porsmose as starting point the group plunge into the corners of our existence, emotional 
chaos, past and future.

The debut Under The New Morning Sun, which was written and recorded in Berlin, took the listener on a search for existen-
tial foothold. Both the vibrant music scene and historic rootlessness was very present on the album. 4 Guys From The Future 
reached a large audience especially in France and Denmark; multiple appearances on various indie charts on National Danish 
radio, TV performances on national French TV, a Silver Ace Award at the Las Vegas Film Festival, over 3000 albums sold and 
great shows at fx Roskilde Festival, SPOT Festival and at numerous Danish and French club venues. In short 4 Guys From The 
Future managed to prove that rock spiced up with both thoughtfulness, aggression and improvisation in unique pop-songs has 
great potential nowadays. 

On Adagio Bjarke Porsmose has perfected his song-writing and created an extremely ambitious, mature and great sounding work 
of art that is rooted in the same themes that the gathered around in the first place. The songs are very detailed and was 
played live before being recorded on a European tour as support for the fellow countrymen and good friends in Choir of Young 
Believers.

Adagio came to life in a close collaboration between Bjarke Porsmose and Mads Brinch Nielsen. Mads behind the mixing desk 
and as the recording technician - together they produced Bjarke’s songs into the very clear and concise expressions that are 
to be found on Adagio.

Production-wise Bjarke and Mads went for an intense sound. There’s a special presence on the album even though the melodic, 
harmonic, thematic and other aesthetic elements are largely recycled aspects of the rock music of the last 4-5 generations. 
The presence creates an electrifying intensity, both when the music is aggressive and when it is calm. Rasmus’ drums are 
loud and clear in the mix, as is the almost omnipresent vocals.

This isn’t laptop music, it isn’t a digital universe - it’s acoustic and physical frequencies. It’s OK that the album refers 
back in time to specific rock disciplines with a similar musical randomness in the recordings process as the red thread more 
than complete and deliberate aesthetics in sound. 

Adagio explores a romantic and intense state of mind. The romantic manifests itself i the very emotional lyrics on the sub-
jects of love and lack of redemption. In the songs “Skin On Fire”, “No Morning Comes” and “Signposts” love is the central 
concept. “you Don’t Know What you”re Doing” and “B.T.G.T.K No Poem” go down a more physiological and expressionistic expres-
sion. “Corruption” is the alter-ego of Adagio, it aggressively and destructively attacks the sensitivity of the remaining 
songs. “Beauty Hides In Everyone” seeks to be almost neutral, as an example of song-writing in the pop genre. The closing 
track “End Of The Future” is an ambient piece of instrumental music.

One shouldn’t let the big emotions, the many details or grand thoughts discourage you. Adagio is an album that strikes the 
listener with a very immediate power. The melodies are rock solid and the production sounds really great. 

The album is of the rare breed where the artists actually has something urgent and passionate to say:

“To me Adagio is about psychological issues like phobia, anger and anxiety and their counterparts like redemption, trust, 
reconciliation, joy and tranquillity - mostly on a musical level as the lyrics stays on an associative level most of the 
time. Adagio tries to embrace large quantities of musical and emotional information and expresses a wide-ranging experience 
of what rock and pop music is today. The need to join or endorse a coveted avant-garde genre or other popular alternative 
music scenes is replaced by a free use of past expressions.
The song-writing has been absolutely central to this album, more so than on the predecessor Under The New Morning Sun. The 
same melodic and harmonic motifs recur on all tracks. This approach provides a more common idiom in an attempt to create a 
more distinctive expression of 4 Guys From The Future, a more particulate expression, an expression more non-identical to 
other bands.“ - Bjarke Porsmose

The Adagio artwork is created by Aske Zidore (award-winning Danish producer and musician) who also made the cover art for 
Under the New Morning Sun. As with the music the artwork points in another direction than 4 Guys From the Future’s debut 
album; it’s a more fragmented and ambiguous expression than the very iconic debut cover. As is the case with the music on 
Adagio the artwork is a clash of several cultural eras; a bunch of digital references is in sharp contrast with the painting  
“Udsigt fra kunstnerens vindue” by the Danish artist Martinus Rørbye (1803-1848, National Gallery of Denmark). The front 
cover is a still from the actual recording sessions, a kind of contemporary music score. The inside meets the outside on the 
vinyl label, which is a mock-up of the Apple error icon also known the “The Spinning Wheel of Death”.
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4 Guys From The Future - Adagio
Track by Track, by leadsinger and composer Bjarke Porsmose
-

You Don’t Know What You´re Doing
- a psychologically loaded song. The lyric circles anxiety, doubts, when phobias dominate: it’s about not being able to 

think oneself out of the repetitions in one’s own mind. The lyric is derived from both different intimate relationships and 
personal emotional experiences. In short, it’s about depression, mostly personally but also culturally, The cultural depres-
sion is the problems of sensing the culture as having come to a standstill, about having difficulties finding ways to contrib-
ute with change. The depression is redeemed in the song, mostly of musical causes. The base-track of the song was recorded 
in December 2011 and consists only of drums and bass, a partly improvised take of an early sketch of the song. We experi-
mented with the song live in France 2011. This sketch was then used as original and post-produced into the album version. 
Special guest on the track is Gustaf Ljunggren on bass clarinet and saxophones.  

Nothing To Say
- a schizophrenic song. I still haven’t been able to find out what this song is actually about, but of course that’s not al-

ways important. The lyric is very worn by associations and has been molded over quite a long time with small changed slowly 
added. It contains a number of outbreaks around how you have to think carefully living in a present world with political, 
religious and environmental threats. All of it combined with a chorus and a unifying theme about surrendering to the incon-
ceivable ‘ontology’ of life. A very double-headed view which is characterized by a underlying cyclic and melancholic mood. 
The first version of the song was a much more slow and ‘dark’ ballad but in the studio with the band and later while touring 
with Choir Of Young Believers in Europe the tempo was increased and the song became more energetic. Jannis Noya Makrigiannis 
from Choir Of Young Believers plays the recognizable 12-string guitar theme of the song. 

B.T.G.T.K No Poem
- ‘the-one-verse-song’. This short, very freely produced number has four verse lines at the center of it. The verse lines 

have a very personal significance to me, and also because I wasn’t able to write any more lines that seemed able to sup-
plement those four - then I chose to stop trying. The three parts of the song were slowly put together, mostly because it 
seemed too short only to sing one verse and the quit…but Mads (bass player and co-producer) and I improvised with a lot of 
beautiful synthesizers, which in the song function as some kind of ‘portals’ away from and back to the verse. This song is 
always fresh and new to me. 

Skin On Fire 
- is about Eros and the romantic idea of being a ’slave of love’. Love is for me a deceitful concept, one I really don’t 

get. The song is simply about being subjected women and their incredible beauties and arcane struggles. Regarding some of 
the women I have met, I quickly felt myself as a slave to their physical beauty and the desire, while simultaneously being 
subjected to their labyrinthine interest in me which eventually turned out not to be as I had thought. Now I have written 
Skin On Fire about two of the women I have been the most captivated by – and from whom I therefore have learned most about 
myself. The song is inspired by the emotional presence of my infantile youth in the 1980ies, which characterizes the music. 

Corruption
- about destruction and awakening. Well, Corruption was actually written in 2009 – we jammed it in the late days of the 

band Lily Electric, but we didn’t find the “mood” appropriate. Corruption in its way mirrors the album in its entirety: it is 
the aesthetic negation of the album. The lyric is an imagined clothing of an immoral modern man’s self-image. In the desper-
ate search for possibilities to change this old world, he leaves idealism behind him to join the existence of the corrupt. 
The chorus “mind what you do, you wouldn’t do it if it wasn’t for us” should not only be understood as a political commen-
tary, but also as a lifted finger towards remembering that there are many, many other people on the planet earth! Simultane-
ously the song is a protest against people who scourge themselves in emotional politics, abandons themselves in a kind of 
‘world-remoteness’ sometimes hidden in repetitions of familiar emotions and in seeking escapism instead of action. These 
outbreaks are meant just as much for me, as for any other, who could feel taken by it. The music has a violent, aggressive 
and destructive expression: an attempt to, with my musical abilities, to show how this songs’ aggression and calmness, like 
in all the songs on Adagio, always go together.
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4 Guys From The Future - Adagio
Track by Track, continued
-

No Morning Comes
- about longing and the passing of time. The lyric kind of says it. The song searches for some kind of redemption. The 

lyrical association has a romanticist touch; there is an Arabian dream in this romance, something unresolved and unattain-
able that seeks redemption. When it was written, I was reading a lot of Arabian poetry, which undoubtedly has made its mark. 
No Morning Comes is somehow the counterpart to Skin On Fire. Love is again romanticized, but now with a hope towards the 
future, to have learned the necessary when time comes. About the music, I fantasize about the silhouettes of a wandering 
desert caravan under a blue Arabian night sky.

Beauty Hides In Everyone
- a more comforting pop song. I’ve always wanted to acquire a well-crafted songwriting ability. Simplicity in songwriting, 

without the song becoming extremely boring, is for me an exciting pursue, and something very few are able to do. In this 
song I think I’ve succeeded. The arrangement and production are very “loose” and “weak”. Rasmus’ programmed beat is an mp3-
file, the guitars aren’t energetic and powerful, the vocal not insistent. We tried a lot of things with this song and when we 
forced “potency” onto the expression, the song lost its fragility and charm. So we chose the production to support an ‘open’ 
expression, not to put pressure on the melodies. I think we ended up somewhere elegant, in a little poetic opening between 
optimism and melancholia. 

Signposts
- with John Lennon and Syd Barrett. Signposts was written in a tumbled down room at the old GDR radio station in Lichten-

berg, Berlin 2007, when we practiced and worked there with former band Lily Electric. I tried to write what could be a John 
Lennon song but it ended up being closer to something Syd Barrett could have done, with a bit of John maybe – yes, and of 
course myself. I still like it, even though it’s some time ago – enough for it to deserve a release. On Adagio it’s received 
a special treatment, with an added saxophone solo played by Gustaf Ljunggren and a couple of compositional add-ons. Sign-
posts was, in sketchform, released on the album The Treason and the Black Soil by Kalaoukei in 2009, an experimental album I 
did in collaboration with Kristian of Kala-OK and Nicolai of Pre-Be-Un.

End of the Future
- an instrumental improvised adagio. I like to end an album with a piece of instrumental music, which can lead the album 

away from a certain musical style. I also like the idea, that the listener probably has forgotten where the album start-
ed out when it ends. It creates a comforting affect and grants the possibility to sit and recover after having followed the 
course of the album. Well, that’s just how I think it. End Of The Future as title is a play with the thought that you never 
know if this will be the last album you make. Maybe it will…anyway, at least it is the end of the future that was the time-
frame of this album which soon is the past.
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